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SECTION 1. STATE-FUNDED COMMUNITY INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS PROGRAM 

The Sentencing Alternatives Workgroup has been looking various options for integrating sentencing 
alternatives onto the sentencing guidelines grid. At the May 3, 2022 Sentencing Alternatives Work 
Group meeting, members expressed interest in further exploring Potential Recommendation 9 which 
would keep straddle cells and create a state-funded community intermediate sanction program. 
Provided below is background on potential recommendations 7-9. Beginning on page 3 is a draft 
proposal for a State-Funded Intermediate sanctions Program. 

A.  Background and Context 

Potential Recommendation 7: If the maximum sentence based on the formula is 12 months or less, the 
minimum is automatically reduced to zero.  

 

Under this potential recommendation, the number of cells in which there is an option for 0 months of 
incarceration would be expanded. However, the actual impact on incarceration will vary because of pre-
trial confinement. Under the current system, some individuals sentenced in the southwest corner are 
sentenced to time served, therefore they do not receive additional incarceration after sentencing. This 
potential recommendation expands ranges in the southwest corner where WSIPP found frequent 
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disproportionality in sentencing. However, this change could lead to geographic differences due to 
differences in varying philosophies of punishment in combination with wide ranges. And, judges may be 
unlikely to sentence to 0 months incarceration without some other alternative (e.g., probation).  
 
In addition, a major effect of this potential recommendation is it will create straddle cells – such that 
sentences may be jail or prison confinement. 
 

 
 

Two options to address straddle cells have been put forward:  

Potential Recommendation 8 eliminates straddle cells: If the maximum based on the formula is more 
than 12 months, the minimum must be at least 12 months and a day. 

The effects of this potential recommendation are that it would create variability in the width of the 
ranges such that some ranges will be very small (for example, sentence range 12-14months). Not having 
straddle cells (as is current law) creates more predictability in caseloads for local and state facilities and 
clarity/predictability about whether a defendant will face a jail or prison sentence. It also prevents an 
increase in local resources (jail sentences). 
 

The second option is Potential Recommendation 9: Keep Straddle Cells and Create an Intermediate 
Sanction Zone. 
 
Under this potential recommendation for the sentences in this zone of the grid the presumptive 
sentence is a sentencing alternative that is served locally. Sentences for individuals in straddle cells are 
paid for by the state. For sentences in this zone, sentences that are DOC sentences (more than 12 
months) could have an option for state Intermediate Sanctions. These cells will have a lower mid-point, 
likely facilitating a small decrease in sentence lengths. A state-funded intermediate sanctions program 
would provide support for Counties while still allowing State oversight to ensure that community 
services meet certain standards and would support rehabilitative and non-incarcerative alternatives 
without increasing financial burden on counties.  It could help support expansions of community 
services/resources that local counties could then use for other individuals under local sanctions (e.g., SW 
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IV 2 9 3 10 3 12 4 15 5 18 6 22 8 26 9 32 11 38 13 45
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I 0 2 0 3 1 5 1 6 2 7 2 8 3 10 3 12 4 14 5 18

Unr 0 - 365 days

Yellow cells were previously presump�ve prison sentences, but are “straddle” cells with the formula, such that 
sentences may be jail or prison confinement.
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corner of the grid). And it would shift focus from retribution/confinement to rehabilitation and 
community reintegration thus reducing collateral consequences of incarceration. 
 
At the May 3, 2022 Sentencing Alternatives Work Group meeting, members expressed interest in further 
exploring Potential Recommendation 9 and putting together a more detail proposal for a creating a 
Community Intermediate Sanctions Program.  

B.  Draft Proposal for a State-Funded Community Intermediate Sanction Zone 

 

• CIS: County Intermediate Sanctions. Sentences less than 2 years may be served in a county 
intermediate sanctions program administered by the local court.  

• SIS: State Intermediate Sanctions. For sentences more than 2 years, up to 50% of the individuals 
sentence may be served in a community-based intermediate sanctions program administered by 
DOC.  

• RDOSA: Residential DOSA, for eligible individuals based on offense type and criminal history 
• PDOSA: Prison DOSA, for eligible individuals based on offense type and criminal history 
• FOSA: Parenting Sentencing Alternative, for eligible individuals 
• Cells in the hatched zone may be eligible for the FTOW sentencing alternative.  
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Stipulate that sentences for individuals in straddle cells are paid for by the state.  
• Justification: if they are not prison sentences, it is saving DOC funding by reducing DOC 

caseloads, so that funding could be diverted to the local courts to support non-incarcerative 
alternatives.  

 
For sentences in this zone, presumptive sentence is a sentencing alternative that is served locally.  

• Could be operated by local courts but funded by the state.  
• Reduces prison sentences/beds/costs, so cost savings can be used to fund the county 

intermediate sanctions programs.  
 
County would operate their intermediate sanctions programs and the State would oversee to ensure 
programs meet a minimum level of care. 

• Counties would operate their intermediate sanctions program, but the program must receive 
state approval every XX years to ensure that the programs are meeting a minimum standard. 
The state could set requirements for that plan that must be reviewed annually or biannually 
(i.e., approvals for each 2 year budget cycle).  

• The state could also set requirements for the type of data that must be collected and reported 
to the state on an annual basis.  

• The state may establish certain minimum levels of care for the general intermediate sanctions 
program, but also for specific populations of individuals. For example, the state may require that 
individuals receiving a IS sentence for an offense at a certain seriousness level or for an 
individual with a certain level of criminal history must have a higher level of supervision such as 
electronic home monitoring or day reporting centers. Similarly, the state may require that all 
individuals sentenced to the IS program receive some type of needs assessment to inform 
treatment.  

• The state may also create consistent standards for what types of behaviors would require a 
revocation of the IS sentence and a return to local incarceration.  

 
For sentences in this zone, sentences that are DOC sentences (more than 12 months) could have an 
option for State Intermediate Sanctions. Alternatively, state intermediate sanctions could be reserved 
for individuals sentenced in Zone 3.  

• Partial confinement – could be similar to prison DOSA where individuals serve ½ of the midpoint 
or something similar.  

• Portion of the sentence served in the community may require higher levels of 
restriction/supervision (e.g., electronic home monitoring, day reporting centers, etc.) 

• Allows DOC to assume the financial/resource responsibility for community supervision portion 
of the sentence and to provide continuous case management from the incarceration portion of 
the sentence through the community supervision portion of the sentence.  

• Includes an emphasis on rehabilitation and programming.  
• In many ways, this may look similar to DOC’s GRE program. 

 
Funding would be provided by the State to counties through a block grant based on a formula, 
modeled on the Juvenile Court Block Grant Program.  

Juvenile Court Block Grant: In accordance with RCW13.06.020, the state appropriates approximately $38 
million to local county juvenile courts each two-year budget cycle. In order to reduce reliance on state-
operated institutions, this funding provides community-based responses for youth who commit crimes. 
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The funding also assists with the application of disposition (sentencing) programs. DCYF’s JR program 
administers these dollars across the 33 county juvenile court jurisdictions. 

A similar grant system could be created for county-based intermediate sanctions programs. Funds would 
be allocated based on county size, caseloads, use of the IS program, etc. There should be a minimum 
level of funding to ensure that there is the basic funding necessary to support staffing and capital costs 
of running an intermediate sanctions program.  

The funds from the block grant can support staffing and capital costs that may also allow counties to 
expand the types of services offered to individuals in jail or individuals sentenced in district court. Thus, 
this program could have beneficial spillover effects for an even larger population of individuals involved 
in the criminal legal system.  

Intermediate Sanctions 
Sentencing options that fall between probation and incarceration. Examples include:  

• Intensive supervision probation 
• Day reporting centers 
• House arrest 
• Electronic home monitoring 
• Community service 
• Intermittent confinement (e.g., work release or weekenders) 
• Mandatory treatment conditions 
• Residential community corrections (e.g., halfway houses) 

 
Some remaining questions: 

- How should requirements for an IS sentence be determined? Would the terms (e.g., EHM vs. 
day reporting center) be determined by the judge ordering the alternative or by the local IS 
program supervisor? 

- What level of quality assurance and oversight would the state provide? For Juvenile EBPs, the 
state operates quality assurance protocols and standards for the local court programs. The 
proposed IS structure is intended to provide more flexibility to the local courts, so there may not 
be an exhaustive list of specific programs offered in the courts.  

- Should the grant funding include funds for ongoing research/evaluation? 
 
 
SECTION 2. POLICY CHANGES TO CURRENT SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES 
 
The Sentencing Alternatives Workgroup has also reviewed and discussed the State’s current Sentencing 
Alternatives, looking specifically at eligibility criteria. Below are potential recommendations the group 
has proposed to date along with a link to the notes from the meeting in which the potential 
recommendation was discussed. 

Potential recommendation: Eliminate eligibility exclusions related to prior convictions for a violent 
offense from prison and residential drug offense sentencing alternatives. 2.22.22 Sentencing 
Alternatives Work Group meeting 

https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2180/2022/03/2.22.22-Sent.Alt_.mtg_.notes_final.pdf
https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2180/2022/03/2.22.22-Sent.Alt_.mtg_.notes_final.pdf
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Potential Recommendation: Eliminate eligibility exclusions related to prior convictions for a violent 
offense from Sentencing Alternatives. 2.8.22 Sentencing Alternatives Work Group meeting 

Potential recommendation: eliminate cap on the number of DOSA sentences that an individual can 
receive in a 10-year period. 1.25.22 Sentencing Alternatives Work Group meeting 

Potential recommendation: eliminate cap on the number of DOSA sentences that an individual can 
receive in a 10-year period and instead let judges have discretion/flexibility. 1.25.22 Sentencing 
Alternatives Work Group meeting 
 

https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2180/2022/02/2.8.22-Sent.Alt_.mtg_.notes_.pdf
https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2180/2022/02/1.25.22-Sent.-Alt.mtg-notes-1.pdf
https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2180/2022/02/1.25.22-Sent.-Alt.mtg-notes-1.pdf
https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2180/2022/02/1.25.22-Sent.-Alt.mtg-notes-1.pdf

